We calculate the complete tree and one-loop matching of the dimension 6 Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) with unbroken U (3) 5 flavour symmetry to the operators of the Weak Effective Theory (WET) which are responsible for flavour changing neutral current effects among down-type quarks. We also explicitly calculate the effects of SMEFT corrections to input observables on the WET Wilson coefficients, a necessary but easily overlooked step on the way to a well-defined, complete prediction. These results will enable high-precision flavour data to be incorporated into global fits of the SMEFT at high energies, where the flavour symmetry assumption is widespread.
Introduction
Despite the historically impressive performance of the LHC, with massive datasets delivered at the highest collision energies ever achieved in a laboratory, an understanding of the nature of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) remains elusive. Since the 2012 discovery of a Higgs-like scalar [1, 2] (whose properties continue to look more and more Higgs-like with increasing scrutiny [3, 4] ), the SM has been completed, but the questions left unanswered by it remain as compelling as ever.
In the face of this uncertainty as to the nature of whatever new physics (NP) underlies the SM at higher energy scales, it makes sense to remain as agnostic as possible in our interpretations of the data that is available to us. This will allow us to make accurate statements which apply not only to the particular theories which are en vogue at the moment, but also to theories which have not yet been dreamt up. In the interest of enabling such an agnostic analysis of physics data, the SM Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) (for a recent review see [5] ) is an essential tool. This provides the technology for defining a basis of interaction types which, under the assumption that h(125) is the remnant of the electroweak doublet responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking, spans the full set of possibilities that could be induced by NP when probed below its characteristic energy scale, which we denote as Λ. An analysis framed in terms of the operators of the SMEFT can be straightforwardly mapped into constraints on an arbitrary model of heavy NP using the well-understood technology of amplitude matching, now possible using various automated tools [6] [7] [8] .
Many steps toward the implementation of SMEFT as a target for analysis have already been taken. The appropriate theoretical underpinnings of the SMEFT theory itself have been developed, notably the determination of a complete basis of operators at dimension 6 [9] and their renormalization [10] [11] [12] . Precision electroweak data have been used to develop fits of the relevant subset of operators that contribute to those observables [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Loop corrections to very precisely measured and particularly interesting processes have been calculated [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . LHC searches have also been interpreted in the SMEFT, with techniques to address the unique theoretical errors inherent in high energy searches for EFT effects recently developed [32, 33] . Ultimately, all of these contributions will need to coalesce into a fully global fit of the SMEFT Wilson coefficients and cutoff scale, as only then will it be possible to truly understand the conservative constraints which can be imposed on an arbitrary model through matching to the SMEFT and comparison of a given parameter point to the likelihood associated with all the relevant measurements.
An important source of precise data which should be used as much as possible is the output of the tremendous effort of the experimental flavour physics community, where measurements of a vast number of processes have been made, nearly all of which indicate that the approximate flavour symmetry which is present in the SM must remain very nearly correct up to scales far higher than we typically expect of NP. Many groups have studied the implications of the SMEFT for flavour observables and vice versa (e.g. ), often focussing on subsets of operators which contribute to particular vertices, or considering explicitly flavour-violating interactions within the SMEFT itself.
Here, we tackle the problem with a symmetry-led approach. Taking as a starting point the observation that large flavour violating effects beyond the Standard Model are already ruled out, but retaining the hope of NP at the TeV scale (which could, for instance, address the gauge hierarchy problem), we begin from the simple assumption of an exact flavour symmetry (a particularly strong case of Minimal Flavour Violation [56] ), and include in our theory all operators which are invariant under this. In this article we present the full tree and one-loop matching between the CP conserving, U (3) 5 -symmetric SMEFT at dimension 6 and down type flavour-changing neutral current operators in the weak effective theory (WET) which arises when the heavy gauge bosons, Higgs boson, and top quark are integrated out of the theory. Flavour violation is due purely to SM effects in the CKM matrix describing the interactions of W ± bosons with the quarks.
These calculations of the loop effects of flavour conserving operators may be relevant even in cases where this symmetry is not imposed ab initio, when the tree-level flavour changing effects are required to be sufficiently suppressed that loop-level contributions from flavour-symmetric or flavourless couplings become comparable to them. Furthermore, most global fits to SMEFT coefficients using LEP and LHC data have been performed assuming this flavour-symmetric paradigm, so exploring this parameter region in detail in the flavour sector will allow for additional observables to be included in these fits, leading to new and/or tighter constraints. Finally, this assumption represents a "worst-case scenario" for flavour searches in the context of roughly TeV-scale NP, so this calculation will give an insight into the smallest effects we should reasonably expect to see if NP is near the TeV scale.
An additional important feature of this article is its inclusion of the non-trivial effects of the SMEFT on observables used as inputs to define Lagrangian parameters [13, 57] . In order to make a physical prediction of an observable in quantum field theory it is necessary to define all of the Lagrangian parameters of the theory in terms of observables. In the SM these definitions are so long standing, and the observables used so standardized, that we have grown used to simply assigning numerical values to the Lagrangian parameters as though they were measured themselves, but this is not the case. The SMEFT is not turned on only for "signal" processes and inactive in "input" measurements; its effects on both measurements must be considered in order to properly predict the sensitivity of any observable to the Wilson coefficients parameterizing new physics effects.
In the next section, we shall discuss the particular set of interactions that arise in the flavour-symmetric limit of the SMEFT. In Sec. 3 we lay out our methods and explain how we fix free parameters in the SMEFT Lagrangian using measurements of input parameters. Then, in Sec. 4 we present the results of our matching calculation between the SMEFT and WET, considering in turn direct contributions from new coupling structures in the SMEFT not present in the SM and contributions from SMEFT effects on the extraction of wouldbe SM couplings from experimental input measurements. We conclude in Sec. 5 with a discussion of the implications and utility of this matching calculation, as well as a mention of future directions. The input dependence of our results is explained in App. A, where we provide a separation of the calculation into pieces that are independent of the input parameters chosen, and pieces that arise purely due to SMEFT effects in input parameter measurements, given in two different input schemes.
Flavour-Symmetric SMEFT
The SMEFT formalism expands upon the structure of the SM by allowing for additional, non-renormalizable operators. This introduces an additional perturbation series to the theory, expanding in inverse powers of the energy scale characterizing the new BSM physics, and an appropriate choice of expansion order must be made for both this new series as well as the usual series in gauge and Yukawa couplings already present in the SM. In this article we shall keep only the first non-trivial BSM contribution to the observables considered, which occurs at order 1/Λ 2 , where Λ is again the new physics scale. We choose to work with the Warsaw basis [9] of dimension-6 operators for our calculations; this basis is particularly well suited to a loop-level calculation as higher-derivative operators have been systematically removed in its construction, and it is the only basis whose complete renormalization behavior is known [10] [11] [12] . The full basis is given in the appendix in Table 3 ; we shall refer to operators by the names given in that table throughout the article, and denote the Wilson coefficient of operator Q a as C a . As we are considering only the effects of flavour symmetric operators here, many operators are straightforwardly forbidden; all the operators of classes 5 and 6 violate our flavour symmetry ansatz, as do the scalar-scalar interactions in class 8, and the operator Q Hud . All operators which are invariant under CP and U (3) 5 flavour symmetry are listed in Tables 1 and 2 , where we also indicate which down-type FCNC processes are affected by each operator at one loop.
Group Operators
In the interest of compactness, we define the Wilson coefficients in the SMEFT to be dimensionful throughout, such that the dimension-six Lagrangian terms are written simply as
We drop flavour indices throughout our calculation, as our flavour symmetry assumption Table 2 . All 4 fermion operators that are invariant under CP and the U (3) 5 flavour symmetry. Ticks indicate that they contribute to the FCNC processes we consider. An asterisk ( * ) signifies that the contribution is only indirect, via effects in input parameter measurements.
leads to the insistence that all the Wilson coefficient matrices in flavour space are identitylike, with the interesting exception of current-current four-fermion interactions of identical currents. Only three operators of that type contribute in our calculation: Q ll and Q (1)contribute solely in the "off-diagonal" flavour combination which reads δ pt δ rs , and Q (3)contributes in both allowed flavour combinations. The Wilson coefficients of the "identitylike" combination δ pr δ st is denoted here unprimed (C
qq , C ll ), while those of the "off-diagonal" combinations are primed (C
In addition to restricting ourselves to the leading-order contributions in the new, EFT perturbation expansion, we shall also restrict our attention to contributions which arise at one-loop order (at most) in the SMEFT. Given the flavour assumptions we have made, there are no tree-level contributions to FCNC processes, with the exception of those arising from Q (1, 3), which are similar to the effect of integrating out the W ± boson between two quark currents in the SM. In the vast majority of cases, then, the leading-order contribution of the SMEFT to FCNC processes starts at one loop. This is in contrast to the analysis of Ref. [42] , in which the SMEFT Wilson coefficients were considered in more generality, allowing most operators containing down-type quarks to contribute to d i → d j transitions at tree level. Hence Ref. [42] presents loop-level matching results only for operators containing a righthanded up type quark (some of which are excluded from our analysis since they are not U (3) 5 flavour singlets). These differing approaches ensure that many of the matching calculations presented here are new, but we compare with and refer to existing results in the literature wherever possible.
In the following we focus on b → s FCNC transitions for concreteness of notation, but (since the theory is flavour symmetric) our calculation applies equally well to b → d or s → d transitions as well, with the appropriate generation index replacements. Our goal in performing this calculation is to enable one-loop studies of the effects of flavour-symmetric SMEFT on down-type FCNC leptonic, semi-leptonic, or photonic decays and ∆F = 2 meson oscillations. We neglect loop-level matching to operators which only affect these processes via mixing, which leads to an additional suppression.
Method and inputs
Before embarking on the matching calculations, a choice must be made about which measurements to use to fix the free parameters of the theory. Measurements of inputs, for example the Fermi constant G F , may be polluted by the effects of dimension 6 operators in the SMEFT. Other dimension 6 operators produce new contributions to the masses and mixings of gauge bosons and fermions when the Higgs takes its vev. Hence the coefficients of these operators will have knock-on effects wherever the inputs enter into other calculations. The input choice is especially important in the electroweak sector of the theory, where the presence of the operators Q HD and Q HW B breaks the usual SM relations between the Lagrangian parameters v, g 1 , g 2 , sin θ, m W and m Z . These issues have been discussed at length in the literature (see e.g. [13, [57] [58] [59] [60] ).
In the main text of this paper, we present our results in a scheme in which the set of input measurements are
We denote these measured inputs, as well as parameters derived from them via SM relations, with a hat [57] :
Within our U (3) 5 flavour assumption, the mapping from the measured inputsα s and V CKM to Lagrangian parameters goes through similarly to in the SM. However, things are slightly less trivial for the electroweak sector. In this case there are three free Lagrangian parameters, which we take to be the gauge couplingsḡ 1 andḡ 2 , and the electroweak vev v, where the bars indicate that these are SMEFT Lagrangian parameters. Once these are fixed by solving for the input measurementsĜ F ,m W andm Z , they can be written as the sum of the respective hatted parameters and a shift which depends on SMEFT dimension 6 Wilson coefficients:ḡ
3)
v =v + δv.
For our choice of inputs, the operators that enter into the shifts δg 1 , δg 2 and δv are C HW B , C HD , C
Hl and C ll . Then the procedure for deriving the Feynman rules can be understood via the following steps:
1. Write the Lagrangian in terms of canonically normalised mass eigenstates, and the three free electroweak parameters (ḡ 1 ,ḡ 2 ,v)
2. Derive Feynman rules in terms of these three parameters 3. Write the free parameters in terms of measured inputs and the dimension 6 shifts (δg 1 , δg 2 and δv) and substitute them into Feynman rules, consistently retaining terms of order 1/Λ 2
Steps 1 and 2 have been done in Ref. [61] , and step 3 can be trivially performed from the Feynman rules in that reference using Eqns. Since the measured quark massesm t andm b are taken as inputs, the Yukawa couplingsȳ t andȳ b are affected by the shift δv as
All other fermion masses are set to zero in our calculation. 2 We provide more explicit details of the procedure -including the expressions for δg 1 , δg 2 and δv, as well as quoting our results in a different scheme in which {α em ,m Z ,Ĝ F } are the electroweak inputs -in App. A.
The WET effective Hamiltonian for ∆B = ∆S = 1 transitions to which the symmetric SMEFT matches is identical to the WET basis of the SM. This is a consequence of our flavour symmetry assumption.
with
where α, β are colour indices. For the definition of the QCD penguin operators O 3,4,5,6 we refer to Ref. [62] . In the SM, C 2 receives tree level contributions, while C 3−10 are generated only at loop level. We will find that our flavour symmetry assumption ensures that a similar matching pattern arises in the SMEFT, although we additionally get a tree level contribution to C 1 . As discussed before, we neglect loop-level matching to four-quark operators, since their effects in these processes is only via mixing and, thus, are suppressed compared to the direct one-loop matching contributions to C 7 − C 10 . The WET effective Hamiltonian for ∆B = ∆S = 2 transitions is again identical to the WET basis of the SM, 
Results
In this section we present our results for the matching of the U (3) 5 flavour and CP symmetric SMEFT theory onto the coefficients of the WET. All WET Wilson coefficients are at the electroweak scale m W . We define Wilson coefficients in the SMEFT at the arbitrary scale µ and do not resum the logarithmic divergences of form log µ m W , leaving them explicit in our calculation for comparison with the anomalous dimension matrix of [10] [11] [12] . We separate our results by SMEFT operator, or groups of similar operators, and we only present non-zero results. Our calculations have been done in R ξ gauge using dimensional regularisation and we use the M S prescription to remove divergences. In all cases we have confirmed that the separate contributions calculated here are gauge parameter independent. Where possible, we compare our results to those obtained previously in the literature. In all diagrams, orange blobs represent insertions of SMEFT operators, and unlabelled internal fermion lines are u/c/t quarks.
To first order in 1/Λ 2 , the barred and hatted parameters (e.g.ḡ 1 ,ĝ 1 as introduced in Sec. 3) are equal when they are multiplied by a SMEFT Wilson coefficient, so in the following we simply drop the hats and bars for simplicity. However we emphasise that the results presented here include the effects of input parameter shifts, and we are taking {m W , m Z , G F } as the set of electroweak input parameters, as explained in Sec. 3.
Q (1)
qq and Q (3)These are the only operators in our theory which generate a contribution to the b → s transition at tree level, shown in Fig. 1 . As mentioned in Sec. 2, there are two ways of contracting the quark doublets to make a flavour singlet in both operators, so we can define four independent Wilson coefficients, C
qq , C
qq and C
qq , within our U (3) 5 invariant theory.
The contribution to the coefficients of the 4-quark WET operators O 1 and O 2 is
qq ), (4.1)
qq . Contributions to C 9 and C 10 are generated by the second diagram of Fig. 1 . We find
where N c = 3 is the number of QCD colours. These operators also generate contributions to B s mixing from the diagrams in Fig. 2 . These give
lq , Q eu , Q lu and Q qe These four-fermion operators contribute to b → sl + l − processes via the diagrams shown in Fig. 3 . The contributions are
lq I lq (x t ), (4.8)
where
Our results for C eu and C lu are in agreement with Ref. [42] . 
Hq and Q Hu operators.
Hl and Q He These operators produce effects in b → sl + l − via the diagrams shown in Fig. 4 , giving
Hl + C He I(x t ), (4.12)
Hl − C He I(x t ), (4.13) where I(x t ) is defined in Eqn. (4.10).
Hq and Q Hu These operators effectively just change the Zū i u i coupling and hence only enter in the Z penguin diagrams shown in Fig. 5 . The contributions are
Hq I(x t ), (4.14)
Hq I(x t ), (4.15) where I(x t ) is defined in Eqn. (4.10). The C Hu result is in agreement with Ref. [42] .
Q (3) Hq
This operator generates contributions to B s mixing via the diagrams in Fig. 6 , and to b → sγ and b → sl + l − via the diagrams in Fig. 7 . There are also contributions to the chromomagnetic dipole operator via graphs similar to the second and fourth diagrams in Fig. 7 , with a gluon replacing the photon. The Wilson coefficients of the mixing operator Hq operator. Diagrams related to these by symmetry, as well as diagrams in which the operator connects to an s quark leg rather than a b quark leg, should be taken to be included. Hq operator. Diagrams in which the operator attaches to the b quark leg imply also the existence (and inclusion in our calculations) of similar diagrams with the operator attached to the s quark leg. and the (chromo)magnetic dipole operators are simple scalings of the SM result:
Hq S 0 (x t , x c ), (4.18)
Hq D 0 (x t ), (4.19)
are the usual Inami Lim functions [63] . These results are in agreement with Refs. [36, 38] . 3 Due to the presence of additional non SM-like diagrams, C 9 and C 10 contain pieces that are not just scalings of the SM result:
26)
and B 0 (x t ) = 1 4
are again the usual Inami Lim [63] functions. 4 
Q W
This operator produces a triple gauge boson vertex with a different Lorentz structure to those in the SM, and generates contributions to b → sl + l − and b → sγ via the first diagram 3 Our results are in fact twice theirs; however this is accounted for by a slight difference in operator flavour structure. They study an operator containing a b quark (without corresponding contributions for the first two generations), and hence only half of the charged current vertices of these diagrams can be affected by the operator; by contrast in our flavour structure all charged current vertices can be affected. 4 Note that the functions I Hq3 (xt), B0(xt), C0(xt) and D0(xt) are individually gauge parameter ξ dependent, and are given here in Feynman gauge. The overall result is of course ξ-independent. Figure 8 . Diagrams generating contributions to b → sl + l − and/or b → sγ from Q W (first diagram only), Q HD (second and third diagrams only), and Q HW B (all three diagrams). Since the operators Q HD and Q HW B affect the Z mass, and Q HW B affects the Z and photon couplings by redefining the Weinberg angle, SM-like penguin diagrams also receive contributions from these operators and are included in our calculation.
in Fig. 8 . These are
32)
(4.33)
Our result agrees with Ref. [41] (accounting for a difference in normalisation between their operator O 3W and our operator Q W ).
Q HW B
This operator redefines the Weinberg angle (and hence enters γ/Z vertices), but also induces new bosonic couplings with a different structure to those in the SM, directly generating contributions to b → sγ and b → sl + l − via the diagrams in Fig. 8 . In total we get
34)
Q HD
The operator Q HD enters in the definition of theory parameters, notably m Z and the Z couplings, due to its correction of the Higgs kinetic term; it also directly generates contributions to b → sl + l − via the last two diagrams in Fig. 8 . In total, the contributions from this operator are
36)
37)
38) Figure 9 . Diagrams generating contributions to b → sl + l − from the operator Q
Hl . The first two diagrams should be taken to include also similar diagrams with the effective operator attaching to the l + line rather than the l − line, while the fourth diagram should be taken to include all other Z penguin diagrams (including those with self-energies on external legs) where these operators affect the
where D 0 (x t ), C 0 (x t ) and D 0 (x t ) are the usual Inami Lim functions defined in Eqns. (4.21), (4.30) and (4.31), and I(x t ) has been defined in Eqn. (4.10).
Q (3)
Hl and Q ll These operators enter every electroweak process since they are involved in the definition of G F , which we take as an input parameter. The Q
(3)
Hl operator also generates direct contributions to the b → sl + l − process, as shown in Fig. 9 . As described in Sec. 2, there are two ways of contracting the lepton doublets within Q ll to make a flavour singlet, so we can define two independent Wilson coefficients, C ll and C ll , within our U (3) 5 invariant theory, although only C ll contributes here. Then the matching results for these operators are
41)
42)
43)
Hl I Hl3 (x t ), (4.44)
Hl I Hl3 (x t ), (4.45) where 46) and the Inami Lim functions 
Conclusions and outlook
We have calculated here for the first time the full tree and one-loop matching of the SMEFT in the limit of complete U (3) 5 flavour symmetry in the UV onto the operators of the WET which contribute to down-sector FCNCs. Having these available, it will now be straightforward to run them to the appropriate experimental scale within the WET 5 and derive the constraints that flavour observables provide on this flavour-symmetric limit of the SMEFT. In a forthcoming publication, we shall explore these constraints and compare their sensitivity to those arising from other measurements sensitive to similar sets of Wilson coefficients, for example electroweak precision observables, including the effects of operators which are allowed at linear order in the MFV expansion. It is likely that these calculations will allow the derivation of constraints which lie in directions in parameter space linearly independent from those that currently exist from global fits to the flavour symmetric SMEFT. Ultimately, only a truly global picture of the SMEFT parameter space can give us meaningful insight into the underlying structure of new physics. If hints of physics beyond the SM appear in upcoming experiments, an understanding of global constraints on effective operators will signpost the most promising explanations, while if no deviation from SM predictions is seen this global picture will allow constraints to be easily placed on asyet unimagined new models. The absence of explicit flavour structure is largely required if new physics is to be accessible at near-future experiments, or is expected to play a meaningful role in resolving the gauge hierarchy problem; this work provides tools to put new constraints from flavour observables on these models.
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In the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } input scheme, the basis shifts are given by [66] 
Hl , (A. 3) while in the α em ,m Z ,Ĝ F input scheme, the basis shifts are defined
For the definitions of hatted parameters in the {α em ,m Z ,Ĝ F } input scheme in terms of the measured inputs, we refer to Ref. [66] . In order to allow switching between the different schemes, our results can be written as shift-independent pieces (i.e. pieces that remain when all three δs are set to zero) plus pieces written in terms of these three δs. We emphasise that our results in the main text in Sec. 4 are the sum of these pieces, for the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } input scheme. The shift-independent pieces and the shift-dependent pieces of our calculation are separately independent of the gauge parameter ξ, as they must be since the gauge-invariance of the SMEFT does not rely on the values of the Lagrangian parametersḡ 1 ,ḡ 2 , andv.
In the next subsection, we present the shift-independent pieces (meaning, specifically, the results you get by performing only steps 1 and 2 of the procedure in Sec. 3) for the three operators that also appear in the input shifts. Then we present the extra shiftdependent pieces that should be added to these in the {m W ,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme (Sec. A.2) or in the {α em ,m Z ,Ĝ F } scheme (Sec. A.3). Note that the form of the corrections in the first scheme, chosen for our main results presentation, is notably simpler than that in the second; this is due to the fact that m W is a fundamental input in the first and a complicated derived quantity in the second, and m W appears very often throughout these calculations.
A.1 Input shift independent pieces
The only SMEFT Wilson coefficients which appear in both the input shift pieces and the shift-independent pieces, for the two schemes given above, are C 
Hl − 1 2 C ll E 0 (x t ), (A.19) 
Hl − 1 2 C ll S 0 (x t , x c ), (A.24)
Hl − C HW B D 0 (x t ), (A.25)
Hl − 
